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Good afternoon.  It is just after lunch as I write this message, so the

day is half over; and metaphorically speaking, since I have been in

practice since 1984, I am about half way through the day of my career,

too.  A lot has changed in the past twenty-five years, and many of the

things I learned in vet school are no longer done, valued, or even

ethically correct.  Back then learning took place in lecture halls, labs

and the surgical exercise rooms, and all of it focused on veterinary

medicine.  While it is true that, since graduating, I have learned some

new things in lecture halls and surgical suites, I have learned far more

through communication with colleagues, reading journals, and

exploring VIN and other veterinary knowledge sites.  My education

has not been limited to veterinary medicine, either; I have taken

business, communication, and financial management courses, among

others.  And, of course, I’ve learned a great deal about self-regulation

since I began work with the CVO.

I was introduced to the College when I joined the Complaints

Committee in the 1990s.  The time I spent on that committee was one

of the best forms of continuing education I’ve ever had.  When I

joined I had a two-person practice, an interest in the complaints

process (because I had been on the wrong end of a complaint), and

some extra time (or so I thought!).  While on the Committee I dealt

with numerous quirks, personalities, and perspectives of the public, of

veterinarians, and of my fellow committee members.  I served with

some fantastic, dedicated and compassionate veterinarians and staff.

As well, I learned there are different standards of practice in any

profession—the veterinary profession included—and realized that it is

essential for us all to work toward maintaining the highest standards

possible.

continued on page 2

President’s Message

by David Kerr, DVM
President
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Continuing professional development (CPD) is the

way we do this.  This past October, all Ontario

veterinarians received their annual forms for renewal

of licensure.  Included with the forms was the CPD

Summary Sheet, on which we reported the hours of

professional development we had participated in over

the last year.  This year we were required to fill in and

return this sheet to the College for the first time.

Mandatory reporting of CPD hours is the beginning of

a path we Ontario veterinarians have confirmed that

we want and need to travel.  Ontario is the only

province without even a minimum continuing

education (CE) requirement for veterinarians.  The

concept is not new.  The other health professions in

Ontario (physicians, nurses, pharmacists, etc.) have

been mandated by legislation to provide demonstrable

evidence of post-graduate continuing education as a

measure of ongoing competence for many years.

Statistics gathered in the 2005 survey of our profession

found that a large majority was in favour of mandatory

CE, and this was confirmed in the 2007 Quality

Assurance Matters Survey.  

The CVO has listened to Ontario veterinarians and the

CPD Summary Sheet we filled out with this year’s

registration is the beginning of our own road to

demonstrable continuing competency for veterinarians

in Ontario, before it becomes government mandated.

The QA Committee is continuing to work on the most

appropriate way we can all plan, track, document, and

assess the impact of our yearly CPD.  Elsewhere in

this issue is a report on the 2009 Quality Assurance

Matters Survey, Part II, in which members provided

feedback on other CPD tools to help veterinarians

document their learning activities.  These tools are not

mandatory and are offered to help each of us plan our

CPD with respect to our learning goals, and to

implement what we have learned.  

Afternoon appointments are starting.  I need to see a

mismated dog that, when I graduated, would have

been given an injection of long-acting stilbesterol to

prevent implantation.  This injection may also have

caused a pyometra, and continuing education in the

profession has led to this not being done.  Some of the

things I learned years ago are simply wrong today,

because medicine constantly evolves.  Using the CPD

tools, I will be better able to plan what I need to learn,

and to document that I have kept my knowledge up to

date.  The CVO’s Quality Assurance programming,

too, will evolve to support our profession in

maintaining high standards of practice.  As President I

look forward to ongoing dialogue with the

membership about this important component of self-

regulation.

President’s Message cont’d...

The CVO is pleased to advise that Ms. Denise Dietrich has been appointed by the

Lieutenant Governor of Ontario to serve on the Council of the College of Veterinarians

of Ontario for a three-year term.

Denise began her career as a Registered Practical Nurse and served as a professional

council member with the College of Nurses of Ontario from 2000 to 2006.

While completing her Masters Degree in Health Studies (2003), her project work

focused on assessment of ongoing competency of self-regulating professionals.  Denise

has been a Certified Disability Management Professional (CDMP) since 2007 and is

currently employed as a vocational rehabilitation consultant with Cascade Disability

Management in Etobicoke.  Concurrent with her full-time employment, Denise also

provides training in Critical Thinking and Leadership through the Registered Practical

Nurses Association of Ontario.  

The Council and staff of the CVO welcome Denise to her new duties.

Ms. Denise Dietrich
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OVC Students and CVO Council

Members Mingle at Soirée

Students of the Ontario Veterinary College 2009 were

hosted by the CVO Councillors and staff at the annual

Student Soirée held in the OVC cafeteria on

February 4, 2009.

The evening was most enjoyable and allowed the graduating

students and CVO Councillors time to become acquainted.

The evening concluded with completed soirée passports

being drawn for prizes.

(Right): Prize winners pose for a

picture with the President and

Registrar of the CVO.

(Left to right): Dr. David Kerr,

CVO President; Andrea Smith;

Erica Mitchell; Stephanie

Farkouh; Sarah Logan; and

Susan Carlyle, CVO Registrar.

(Absent: Scarlett Magda).

Those attending mixed and mingled as the

students completed their “Soirée

Passport” by identifying and meeting

councillors and staff based on the clues

provided.
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When I first came to the CVO as

your Registrar in the summer of

2006, among the issues the

profession was facing was the

difference in expectations between

experienced and newly graduated

veterinarians—i.e. the generation

gap.

While I understood that each of

the groups had entered the practice

of veterinary medicine in a

different atmosphere, I assumed

the dissimilarities could be

addressed through open and honest

communication leading to

understanding of each other’s

perspective.  After all, I thought,

this is only about essentially local

matters pertaining to styles of

work—the core of veterinary

professionalism remains the same.

In a short two and a half years the

world has changed, and so have

the needs of the public and their

expectations, while the new rules

of the game for all of us have yet

to solidify.  The CVO does not

have access to a crystal ball, but

we do realize that the changes will

affect veterinarians in many ways.

For example:

(a) economic stress may cause the

public to either look for

bargain prices or demand

higher value for what they

spend; and experienced

veterinarians may delay

retirement plans, thus leaving

less room for newer grads, or

the older group may take

educative roles and hire

younger veterinarians whom

they mentor and guide toward

the excellence that experience

brings.

(b) there are growing international

pressures to “even out”

standards of professional

services throughout the world.

Labour mobility initiatives

may have far-reaching effects

on professional services,

including bringing in new

perspectives on culture and

ethics that need to be

assimilated.

(c) veterinarians are expected to

take stronger roles in global

matters such as zoonotic and

pandemic diseases,

environmental vulnerabilities

and food safety while

governments cut back the

resources required to carry out

these efforts.

(d) collaboration with human

health professionals on many

issues is becoming an exciting

possibility, but one that needs

careful thought and new

positions on accountability.

(e) the enormous changes in the

gender demographics of the

profession which are taking

place will bring enormous

changes in the delivery of

veterinary medicine, simply

because men and women are

different.

These issues are far more complex

than the “local” matters referred to

above.  CVO, along with our

regulatory counterparts, is keeping

its eyes on trends and influences.

It will be fascinating to see how

this all plays out.  We would very

much like to hear your thoughts.

We promise to keep you up-to-

date on ours.

by Susan J. Carlyle
Registrar
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February 4, 2009

Policy Reviews

• Council reviewed the Position Statement on

Delegating to Auxiliaries in Companion Animal

Practice; no amendments were made and a new

review date of February 2014 was set.

• Council reviewed proposed amendments on the

Position Statement The Practice of

Complementary and Alternative Therapies, and

directed that the amended draft be circulated to

stakeholders for comment. 

• Council reviewed the draft Guidelines Informed

Consent, and directed that suggested amendments

be made and the document returned to Council for

further review.  

• Council revoked the policy on Dispensing T-61.

Regulation amendments and the inclusion of the

contents of the policy in the Euthanasia Guidelines

document rendered this policy redundant. 

• Council discussed a Policy Issue Review Form,

Naming of Referral Facilities, and referred the

matter to the Accreditation Committee for further

analysis.

• Council reviewed a draft Position Statement on

Quality Assurance Programming for Members,

and directed that suggested amendments be made to

the draft and, after review by the Quality Assurance

Committee, that it be circulated to stakeholders for

comment.

• Council considered requests regarding publication of

facsimile numbers in the CVO Directory and agreed

that these could be included in future publications of

the directory, upon member request. This option will

be added to the members’ annual information return

forms.

Appointments

• Council appointed Dr. Kim Lambert to the

Complaints Committee effective February 11, 2009;

appointed Ms. Denise Dietrich to the Registration

Committee (replacing Mr. Mike Buis) effective

February 4, 2009; and appointed Ms. Denise Dietrich

to the Discipline Committee.

In order to keep members and the public fully apprised of the business of the College, Update provides

summaries of key items considered or heard by Council at its meetings.  The following highlights are from

the Council Meeting held on February 4, 2009.

DID YOU KNOW?

Domestic graduates who been unsuccessful in the NAVLE more than once, who have then passed the

NAVLE and are awaiting an opportunity to appear for the Clinical Proficiency Exam (CPE), may apply to

the Registration Committee for a restricted licence to practice under indirect supervision for a specified

period until they pass the CPE.  The supervising veterinarian(s) must sign a supervision undertaking and

submit quarterly reports to the CVO.  The restricted licence is revoked if the restricted member does not

pass the CPE.

This is a similar arrangement to that offered to internationally trained graduates who have completed

VSTEP.

For more information contact Ms. Karen Gamble kgamble@cvo.org - 1 (800) 424-2856 ext 2228.
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New Organization!
Small Ruminant Veterinarians of Ontario (SRVO)

Small ruminant veterinarians across Ontario are pleased to announce the formation of a new organization: Small

Ruminant Veterinarians of Ontario (SRVO).  The group was formed in Guelph, Ontario, and hopes to obtain

membership of approximately 70 practicing veterinarians who work with sheep, goats, camelids and cervids.

For further information contact:

Dr. Rex G. Crawford (519) 941-7690 email rcrawf01@uoguelph.ca

Dr. Jocelyn Jansen (519) 846-3414 email jocelyn.jansen@ontario.ca

College of Veterinarians lays provincial illegal practice charges against

“Pet Heaven” and its Principals

Under the Veterinarians Act, the College regulates the practice of veterinary medicine in Ontario by, among

other things, licensing veterinarians, investigating complaints against veterinarians, and prosecuting or seeking

injunctions against non-licensed persons and companies.

The College of Veterinarians of Ontario has laid charges under the Veterinarians Act (the Act) against “Pet

Heaven” and its principals Shelley Greenberg-Blechman and Eric Blechman (the defendants). The charges,

under subsection 11(1) of the Act, allege that the defendants engaged in the practice of veterinary medicine, and

held themselves out as engaging in the practice of veterinary medicine, without being licensed under the Act.

The provincial offences trial in the Ontario Court of Justice started on February 5 and 6, 2009 and will continue

on October 1 and 2, 2009. 

In essence, the charges allege that the defendants represented to the public that they provided in-home

euthanasia services, and in fact provided in-home euthanasia services, without being licensed under the Act. The

defendants have denied the charges.

According to Martin Fischer, the College’s investigator, “the College supports the provision of in-home

euthanasia services by licensed veterinarians operating from accredited facilities or mobiles who have a

veterinarian-client-patient relationship with their clients.  In fact there are over 40 veterinarians in the Toronto

area who provide those services.”  He added, “these are not criminal charges but charges under the Veterinarians
Act in Provincial Offences Court.” 

If convicted, the maximum fine against “Pet Heaven” under the Act is $25,000 and $15,000 against each of the

Blechmans.

Mistaken Identity

Please Note:

The Discipline Committee of the College of Veterinarians of Ontario has revoked the licence of Dr. John D.

Allen, a 2003 graduate of the Ontario Veterinary College.

Dr. John K. Allen, a 1973 graduate of the Ontario Veterinary College, is not the same person.  Dr. John K. Allen

has not been the subject of any Discipline hearings.
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Student
Corner

by Jessica Swan

I would like to take this opportunity to introduce our

new CVO student representative, Ms. Karen

O’Keefe.

Karen was raised in Milton, Ontario and attended the

University of Guelph, where she obtained a B.Sc.(H).

She is currently finishing up her first year at the

Ontario Veterinary College, where she is a very active

member of the OVC community.  She is the 2012

course representative for the Phase I genetics course, a

member of both the international veterinary medicine

club and the emergency medicine club, and she has

also volunteered for Pet Trust.

Karen has worked in many small animal clinics as a 

veterinarian’s assistant in both Ontario and New

Brunswick.  While in New Brunswick she also

volunteered with a horse veterinarian. She has also

both volunteered and worked at the Oakville Humane

Society. 

Outside of the classroom Karen enjoys reading

fiction/literature, playing soccer, traveling, hiking and

playing her alto saxophone. 

Upon graduation Karen hopes to become an associate

in a small animal practice and would love to one day

be given the chance to be involved with global

veterinary efforts in the developing world.

Karen is thrilled to be given this opportunity. She is

very interested in learning more about how her future

profession is regulated and what public concerns exist

with regard to veterinary medicine.

I would like to thank both the CVO and the Ontario

Veterinary College.  It was an amazing learning

experience to be the student representative and I am 

coming out of this position with a whole new

appreciation of how veterinary medicine is regulated.
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“Inbox Issues” is a feature of Update that answers questions the CVO receives from members or the

public.  The College welcomes suggestions for issues to explore in future editions of “Inbox Issues,” so

please submit your ideas to bready@cvo.org for consideration.

Rabies Cl inicsRabies Cl inics

The College occasionally receives questions from

members about “rabies clinics.”  Concerns about such

clinics range from the quality of medicine they provide

to the possibility that they serve to solicit clients in

contravention to CVO rules and regulations.

To clarify, rabies clinics are governed by the section

45 of Regulation 1093 under the Veterinarians Act,
which begins:

“If a member or group of members sponsors a

program to vaccinate domestic animals in

order to reduce human exposure to rabies…”

(sec. 45(1)).

This regulation was put in place to satisfy provincial

concerns about the incidence of rabies in Ontario.

Other legislation governs the response to and

prevention of rabies incidence, as well.  Since rabies is

a communicable disease, any exposure to a potentially

rabid animal is required to be reported to the proper

authorities, pursuant to the Communicable Diseases

regulations under the Health Protection and Promotion
Act.  

While veterinarians who provide rabies clinics must

meet most standards of practice, the regulations in the

Veterinarians Act are in place to facilitate the ultimate

protection of human health—again, “to reduce human

exposure to rabies”—and not to promote animal

health.  Therefore the regulation does exempt rabies

clinics from some requirements as follows:

“The records in section 22 are not required in

respect of a vaccination carried out in a

program under section (1)” (though what is

required is stipulated); and

“a conventional assessment is not required

before a vaccination is performed under this

Part.” (sec.45(5)).

The regulation also places obligations on members

who offer rabies clinics in order to uphold minimum

standards and to deter veterinarians from using “rabies

clinics” as a means of building clientele.

Contravention of section 45 (1) has led to referral to

the Discipline Committee in the past, and the CVO

will continue to enforce the regulation accordingly. 

The regulation is also in keeping with the College’s

mandate:

“to regulate the practice of veterinary

medicine and to govern its members…in order

that the public interest may be served and

protected.” (sec. 3 of the Act)
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So while members may prefer that their clients or even

potential clients attend veterinary facilities (and not

rabies clinics) for the long-term health-care

management of their animals, rabies clinics approved

by the CVO are legitimate under the existing

Veterinarians Act regulations (which came into force

in 1989).1 Members of the public are entitled to avail

themselves of such clinics if they so wish.

Veterinarians can, however, openly discuss with their

clients the risks associated with not participating in a

comprehensive health program for their pets.

What is  a  drug?What is  a  drug?

The College continues to receive inquiries from

members about dispensing “over-the-counter” drugs.

These questions most often relate to heartworm

medications, but questions about flea sprays or

shampoos, nutraceuticals, homeopathic preparations

and other holistic remedies are also common.

Section 23 of Regulation 1093 under the Veterinarians
Act contains a number of relevant definitions that

members should be familiar with, including the

following:

“dispense” means administer, sell, distribute or

give away

“drug” means any substance or preparation

containing any substance [that is]

(a) manufactured, sold or represented for use in,

(i) the diagnosis, treatment, mitigation or

prevention of a disease, disorder, abnormal

physical or mental state or the symptoms

thereof, in humans, animals or fowl, or

(ii) restoring, correcting or modifying

functions in humans, animals or fowl,

(e) manufactured, offered for sale or sold as, or as

part of, a food, drink or cosmetic.

In other words—unlike drugs dispensed in human

health—all of the products dispensed by a veterinarian

meet the definition of a drug.  Therefore there is no

such thing as an “over-the-counter” drug in the

practice of veterinary medicine in Ontario.  As well,

pursuant to paragraph (e), foods, including prescription

diets, are not considered drugs, and may be sold

without a veterinarian-client-patient relationship.

Members will often suggest that members of the

public can purchase many of these products from

places other than veterinary clinics, which is true.

However members should also advise clients that the

other sources may or may not be selling the products

legally, and in most cases (other than licensed

pharmacies) are not accountable to a professional

regulatory body.

1 Please note that regulations—which are specific laws enacted by the provincial government—are not readily

subject to change or modification by the CVO.  Any proposed changes to the Act or its Regulations require a

formal submission to the government, along with sufficient public interest reasons to compel the government to

make those changes.  This process often takes years to complete.   
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Section 33 of the Regulations stipulates the conditions

under which a member may administer, dispense or

prescribe any drug:

33.(1) No member shall administer, dispense or

prescribe a drug unless,

(a) the member has assumed the responsibility for

making medical judgements regarding the health

of the animal or group of animals and the need

for medical treatment and the custodian of the

animal or group of animals has indicated a

willingness to accept the advice of the member;

(b) the member has sufficient knowledge of the

animal or group of animals by virtue of a history

and inquiry and either physical examination of

the animal or group of animals or medically

appropriate and timely visits to the premises

where the animal or group of animals is kept to

reach at least a general or preliminary diagnosis;

(c) the member believes that the drug is

prophylactically or therapeutically indicated for

the animal or group of animals; and

(d) the member is readily available in case of

adverse reactions to the drug or failure of the

regimen of therapy.

The above applies to dispensing all drugs as defined

earlier in this article, whether or not they are in the

“prescription” category within the pharmacy

profession. 

The privilege of being licensed to practice veterinary

medicine carries with it the responsibility to exercise

that restricted authority with professionalism,

conscientiousness and accountability.   
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NOTICENOTICE

Hiring a New Graduate or Someone New to Ontario?

To ensure that the veterinarian you plan to hire is licensed with the CVO,

please check with the CVO office at:

(519) 824-5600 ext. 2228 / toll free (Ontario) (800) 424-2856

or email Ms. Karen Gamble

kgamble@cvo.org

The Office of the Fairness Commissioner would

like your input for a study called “Getting Your

Professional License in Ontario: The Experiences

of International and Canadian Applicants.”

The main purpose of the study is to obtain first-hand

information from the applicant’s point of view.  The

Office of the Fairness Commissioner (OFC) is

interested in the experiences of former and present

applicants, trained in Canada and abroad, when they

attempt to register in a regulated profession.  This

study will ensure that solid research is being

conducted on a topic where the existing evidence is

often anecdotal.  The study will also help the

regulatory bodies highlight good practices.

So far, the Fairness Commissioner has documented

registration practices from the regulatory bodies’

viewpoints.  The OFC now needs to understand

registration practices from the applicants’ perspective.

An important part of the study is an online survey that

will be conducted with both internationally and

Canadian trained individuals who: 

• Have been successful in becoming registered;

• Have been unsuccessful in becoming

registered; 

• Are currently in the process of becoming

registered;

• Have met all the registration requirements but

have not obtained a license to practice; and

• Voluntarily withdrew from the registration

process.

The questionnaire will be online from

March 21 through July, 2009 at

www.fairnesscommissioner.ca/survey

In addition, several focus groups will be conducted to

obtain more qualitative information.

The OFC has commissioned this study from RA

Malatest.  The experience of the research team with

similar projects will ensure that the survey questions

are neutral and bias-free.  The Freedom of Information

and Protection of Privacy Act will be respected in all

phases of the data collection.  The final report will be

published in 2010.

The CVO has been asked to make the survey known to

applicants and members by: 

• Placing a link to the survey on the CVO

website and publicizing it in Update; and

• Making a postcard about the study available at

the CVO office.

Participation in the study is voluntary but it is hoped

that a significant number of CVO members, both

domestic and international graduates, will take the

time to respond to the survey.

Fairness Commissioner Invites Input
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For members who have missed our face-to-face Companion Animal Medical Records Workshops, and for those

who want a refresher, the CVO is proud to announce that an on-line version of the workshop is now available on

our website.   The module consists of 4 chapters: Introduction, the Purpose of Medical Records, Records

Requirements, and Applying Principles to Practice. It

includes an audio component, but the narration is also

captured in Notes if you don’t have computer speakers.

There is no password required and the module is entirely

self-directed and anonymous.  

Tip: Working through the Module “counts” as Continuing

Professional Development, too, so you may wish to print

some of the exercises to retain in your CPD records.  

QUALITY ASSURANCEQUALITY ASSURANCE

March 2009 CVO Update12

New! On-line Medical Records Workshop Learning Module

Communications Workshop
The Quality Assurance Committee is pleased to announce that, following the successful CVO’s Members’

Forum in November 2008, a new workshop has been developed called “Communication and the Complex

Client.”  

Kate Hodgson, DVM, M.H.Sc., CCMEP, who works at the University of Toronto’s Continuing Education and

Professional Development department in the Faculty of Medicine, designed the program and will present a series

of pilot programs at a few locations in April and May as follows:

After the pilots are completed, the CVO will assess the program and make any adjustments before launching it

in other locations in the fall of 2009.  To register for one of these sessions on a first-come, first-served basis,

veterinarians are invited to contact Ms. Beth Ready at bready@cvo.org.  

Thursday, April 2 Delta Chelsea, Toronto

Thursday, April 23 Radisson, Toronto East

Thursday, May 7 Holiday Inn, Kingston-Waterfront

Thursday, May 28 Best Western Stoneridge, London

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMMING FOR MEMBERS:  

DRAFT POSITION STATEMENT

Council has approved a draft document on QA Programming for Members for circulation (enclosed with this

issue of Update).  The CVO welcomes any and all comments on this document, which outlines all current

program components—both voluntary and mandatory—in a Position Statement.  The draft aims to clarify what

requirements and responsibilities members have regarding ongoing Continuing Professional Development in the

context of a self-regulated profession.  All comments should be directed no later than May 6th to: Ms. Karen

Smythe, QA Program and Policy Manager - ksmythe@cvo.org
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MEMBERS SPEAK OUT:  MEMBERS SPEAK OUT:  

REPORT on the QUALITY ASSURANCE MATTERS SURVEY REPORT on the QUALITY ASSURANCE MATTERS SURVEY 

Thanks go out to the CVO membership for its active participation in and thoughtful responses to the

2009 QA Matters Survey, Part II.  As this article went to press, over 630 surveys had been returned to

the CVO office, which represents an almost 20% response rate.1 Surveys are still arriving, but some

preliminary statistical analysis based on the data tabulated to date has proven very informative already.

On the Continuing Professional Development (CPD) Tools … 

Members who responded to the survey provided a strong, positive reaction to the draft CPD Cycle and

Tools.  An overwhelming majority, 92%, stated that some of the CPD Cycle Tools are useful, while

60% felt that the current four CPD Cycle steps and tools would be useful or very useful.  Here are a

few summative comments: 

“A good initiative.  I would find this useful in planning and assessing CE opportunities.”

“CPD is absolutely necessary for maintaining high quality care for our patients.  By providing [an]
easy time-management method of documentation and self-direction, more time can actually be given

to improving skills.  These draft tools are a simple way to focus, direct, and complete this goal.”

On Suggestions for Improvement … 

Many members contributed very thoughtful comments and suggestions in their responses to the survey.

Three themes emerged:  

1.  members strongly support the establishment of a minimum requirement for CPD activity hours. 

“I have always done this and always will.  It is about time that Ontario made this mandatory.”

“I commend CVO for taking this initiative.  Mandatory CE for professionals is a must these days
and Ontario lags behind other provinces.  Well done!”

1 Since the respondents’ demographics proportionately reflect those of the general membership, the survey

achieved a good representation of all categories of veterinarians (by sex, years since graduation, veterinary

school attended, and practice type).  
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2. members recommended that the CPD Cycle Program be administered over multiple years.

Ensuring flexibility in the Cycle is important to respond to realities of practice. 

3. members thought that there were opportunities to simplify the cycle and minimize

paperwork; some suggested that the Needs Assessment and Planning tools could be

streamlined in the documented CPD Cycle.
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“The process is somewhat lengthy; some simplification is needed.”

On the CPD Cycle and the Quality Assurance Program … 

All self-regulated health-care professions in Ontario are required to implement a Quality Assurance

(QA) program with mandatory, peer-assessed continuing professional development.  Simply reporting

CE hours attended is not adequate for a QA program of a self-regulated profession.  In the CVO

survey, 60% of respondents agreed that the draft veterinary CPD Cycle as circulated helps document

CPD in a way that can be monitored.  

“I think this is a great start to developing mandatory CE for vets in Ontario.”

“The CPD tool will provide evidence of CE; it is a common sense process I have been following for
years.  I understand the importance of providing evidence of CE for self-regulation, though.”

Ongoing Participation

Input from members will continue to inform the development of the CPD Cycle.  The streamlined

version of an Assessment-Planning tool will be developed and evaluated by participants during the

Focus Groups in March (London: March 4; Toronto: March 5; and Ottawa: March 11; Northern

Teleconference: March 24).

The QA Committee continues to invite your feedback and insights on the CPD Cycle.  If you are

interested in joining an additional Focus Group Teleconference to be scheduled in April or to join a

Pilot Program to support members in using the CPD Cycle Tools, please contact:

Karen Smythe, QA Manager, ksmythe@cvo.org

1-800-424-2856 ext. 2237 by April 16th

“Number of hours required for CE should be over a 2 or 3 year period, not yearly, as it is
not always possible to attend enough meetings in 1 calendar year.”
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Nature of Practice: Internal medicine consultant for Medi-cal / Royal Canin Veterinary Diets; instructor at

Algonquin College; private practice consulting.

City: Ottawa

How long have you been involved in the QA Program at the CVO? I have been peer reviewing medical

records and facilitating Medical Records Workshops for 9 years.

Have you made any changes in your practice because of something you learned from being a peer

reviewer? Absolutely.  I submitted my own records when the peer review program began, and took suggestions

back to my practice.  I’ve also used countless tools and tips that either were included in clinics’ submitted

records for peer review, or suggested in meetings that included other peer reviewers.  My Master Problem List

and physical exam template were created based on what I saw other practitioners doing, and I started using

protocols for procedures and for discharge instructions when I became a peer reviewer.

How has being a peer reviewer directed your own learning? By necessity, I became very familiar with CVO

regulations, what peer standards were all about, and how to achieve good medical record content using tools.

This has helped me, but also allowed me to advise others.  In addition, training in many areas provided to the

peer reviewers by the CVO has been invaluable continuing education for me.

What impact do you think the CVO’s focus on Medical Records has had on practitioners? Though we do

not always receive feedback from clinics regarding changes they have made after submitting medical records for

peer review, I have received lots of feedback from practitioners attending the medical record workshops.  Many

veterinarians have attended multiple workshops and reported changes they have made that have improved their

records, and quality of medicine—such as improved legibility, improved patient tracking through the use of

cumulative patient profiles, and the use of templates (especially physical exam stickers, etc), to reduce time

spent on their records. 

Meet a Peer Reviewer
Name: Susan Kilborn, DVM, DVSc, DACVIM (IM)

Interested in training to become a Peer Reviewer? The Quality Assurance Committee welcomes

applications from practicing veterinarians with an interest in high-quality medical records and good writing

skills.  Please contact Ms. Karen Smythe, QA Program Manager, at 1-800-424-2856 ext 2237, or send an

email to ksmythe@cvo.org , if you would like to be considered.

The voluntary Peer Review of Medical Records
program is available to all veterinarians in Ontario, free
of charge.  Meet one of your peers who contribute to this
program by helping clinics improve their medical record

keeping in the interest of enhanced patient care. 
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In “Case Studies,” we summarize complaints outcomes, Mutual Acknowledgement and Undertakings,

and reported matters investigated by the College that are now considered public knowledge.   A regular

feature in Update,  “Case Studies” is an educational tool that members should find of interest regarding

both (a) their responsibility to uphold professional standards, and (b) the College’s responsibility to

respond to issues that come to its attention.  

Ms. A presented her cat to Dr. X at

an Emergency Clinic for

dermatological consultation and

testing.  Later the same day, Ms. A

and a friend attended the clinic to

pick up her cat and obtain the

results from the testing.  After

discussion of the test results and

recommendations, Dr. X left the

room to get Ms. A’s cat.  When Dr.

X returned with the cat in his cage,

she informed Ms. A that her cat had

become aggressive and had bitten

both herself and her assistant.  Dr.

X appeared angry and upset.  After

leaving the clinic, Ms. A

immediately attended her regular

veterinary clinic, the XYZ Animal

Hospital, and spoke with Dr. T to

discuss concerns she had with the

service she had received from Dr.

X.

In the letter of complaint received

by the College, Ms. A alleged that:

1. Dr. X’s reaction to Ms. A’s cat

biting her and a member of her

staff was unprofessional,

inappropriate and abusive.  For

example she:

- slammed the cat’s carrier into

the door with the cat in it,

- threw the carrier from 3 feet

away onto the examination table

with the cat in it,

- said that there was no point in

continuing any course of

treatment for “that cat”, “that

animal” because she would not

let you do anything that she

didn’t want done, there is no

way you could give her a needle,

why would you even bother

treating the cat, etc. and

basically wrote off any treatment

and the cat,

- failed to clean the cat up after

she soiled herself and sent her

home in this condition,

- failed to ask Ms. A to assist her

in getting the cat into the cage

when it became apparent that the

cat was not cooperating.

2. Ms. A has concerns about how

Dr. X treated her cat and other

clients behind closed doors

considering the way she treated

her cat in front of Ms. A and her

companion.

3. Dr. X is not fit to practice and

should have her license to

practice veterinary medicine

removed. 

Reasons for Decision

Dr. X claimed that she did not slam

the cat into the door.  In the

committee’s opinion, banging

carriers when passing through

doors is a very common occurrence

given the size, weight and

awkwardness of handling carriers

with active animals inside them.

Dr. X did admit to dropping the

carrier a few inches onto the table

but denies it was 3 feet.  The

committee’s concern arises when

questioning the forcefulness of the

banging of the carrier onto the

examination table.

Handling a fractious cat...
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Ms. A and Dr. X disagreed

regarding what was exactly stated

regarding the cat’s treatment

regime when the cat was presented

to Ms. A in the examination room.

The committee could not find

evidence from either side as to

what was specifically stated.  

Ms. A was also concerned about

the cleaning of her cat’s soiled hind

end.  Dr. X and her assistant both

agreed that soiling did occur as is

often the case when handling

fractious cats, but that they did

attempt to clean the cat with a wet

cloth the best they could given the

aggressiveness of the cat.  The

committee agreed that their actions

in this regard were reasonable.

In regard to Ms. A’s second

concern with Dr. X’s treatment of

the cat behind closed doors or her

treatment of other clients' pets, the

committee could find no evidence

that the cat was mistreated while

out of view of Ms. A.  As well, as

the College does not monitor every

veterinarian-client-patient

relationship, it would make it

difficult to assess the interactions

of other clients except through

reported complaints.

In regard to Ms. A’s contention that

Dr. X is not fit to practice and

should have her license to practice

veterinary medicine removed,

although the committee did agree

that they had concerns with her

actions in this particular case, they

could find no further evidence to

indicate that she was “not fit to

practice” veterinary medicine.

Decision

It was the decision of the

Committee that the actions and

conduct of Dr. X did not warrant a

referral to the Discipline

Committee for determinations of

allegations of professional

misconduct or serious neglect.  The

Committee decided, in the interest

of the public and to hopefully

ensure that such an incident does

not recur, to exercise its authority

under section 24 (2) (c) and take

the following action:

Dr. X is advised by the Committee

of the Committee’s concerns

regarding her conduct as it relates

to her behavior after being bitten

by Ms. A’s cat.  Appropriate

methods of handling a fractious cat

to prevent injury to both pet and

handler are common in the

veterinary profession.  This,

however, does not include

unnecessary rough handling of the

pet carrier. 

It is the responsibility of the

veterinarian to react to these

difficult situations with conduct

becoming a professional.  Dr. X

had choices on how to deal with

this event which may have

included:

1. allowing the owner to handle her

pet,

2. allowing staff to take pet to

owner, and

3. taking the necessary time needed

to collect herself after the biting

incident before meeting with the

owner to discuss the case.

Dr.  X was cautioned by the

Committee to take such action so

as to ensure this conduct does not

recur. 
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Dr. Eugene Alexeev G

Dr. Ann Allain G

Dr. Martin Appelt G

Dr. Shane Bateman G

Dr. Adam Chambers G

Dr. Suzanne Chenard Albrecht G

Dr. Alena Corbin G

Dr. Subrata Datta R

Dr. Adele de Haan-Hulzebosch G

Dr. Sadat Draboo G

Dr. Luis Gaitero A

Dr. Courtney Graham G

Dr. Mohammad Iraei R

Dr. Surjit Singh Jogar G

Dr. Stephanie Livermore G

Dr. Pamela Loomis R

Dr. Amanda Mansz G

Dr. Vicky Martel G

Dr. Usman Naqi G

Dr. Jasvir Salhan G

Dr. Katie Smith G

Dr. Elizabeth Stone A

Dr. Kathryn Sullivan G

Dr. Michael Tipple G

Dr. Balvir Virdi G

The College welcomed the following new registrants between November 12, 2008 and February 18, 2009.
The list also indicates licence type as follows:

G = General     GNR = General Non-Resident     E = Educational     R = Restricted     A = Academic
PGR = Postgraduate and Resident Licence      PS = Public Service

The following is a list of new corporations:

New Corporations

Animal Care Clinic Professional Corporation

Animal Hospital of High Park Professional Corporation

B. Burtis Veterinary Professional Corporation

Bay Cities Animal Hospital Professional Corporation

Borderview Veterinary Hospital Professional Corporation

Cachet Village Animal Hospital Professional Corporation

Chalmers Veterinary Professional Corporation

Dissette Animal Hospital Professional Corporation

Dr. Diane Corlett Veterinary Professional Corporation

Dundas West Animal Hospital Professional Corporation

Finucane Equine Services Veterinary Professional

Corporation

Garden City Cat Hospital Professional Corporation

Gooseville Veterinary Professional Corporation

Harwich Veterinary Clinic Professional Corporation

Jocelyn Wellington DVM DACVD Professional

Corporation

Julia Hodgins Professional Corporation

Kinghorn Veterinary Professional Corporation

Kirkton Veterinary Professional Corporation

Luthra Veterinary Professional Corporation

Market Lane Animal Hospital Professional Corporation

Markham Veterinary Clinic Professional Corporation

Martin Veterinary Professional Corporation

Newcastle Veterinary Clinic Professional Corporation

P. Winslow Veterinary Professional Corporation

Pathak Veterinary Services Professional Corporation

Pine Ridge Veterinary Professional Corporation

R. Fox Veterinary Professional Corporation

Royal Ford Veterinary Hospital Professional Corporation

Scott Mathison DVM Professional Corporation

South Peel Veterinary Professional Corporation

Stonetown Veterinary Professional Corporation

The Elora Gorge Animal Hospital Professional

Corporation

The Island Animal Hospital Professional Corporation

Three Islands Veterinary Services Professional

Corporation

Toronto Veterinary Oncology and Internal Medicine

Professional Corporation

Walker Road Animal Hospital Professional Corporation
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New Facilities

Cabana at Howard Pet Hospital, Windsor

Hwy 7 Animal Hospital, Georgetown

Knoll Veterinary Services, Mount Brydges

Odessa Equine Services, Odessa

Sleeping Giant Veterinary House Call Service,

Pass Lake

Southside Pet Hospital, Burlington

St. George Mill Animal Hospital, St. George

Toronto South Animal Hospital, Toronto

Westmount Neighbourhood Pet Clinic, London

Worthington-Bovaird Animal Hospital, Brampton

Relocated Facilities

Almaguin Veterinary Services

Dr. Maxina Hunt von Herbing

Egan Animal Hospital

Gilson Equine Veterinary Services

Maitland Mobile Veterinary Services

Nassagaweya Equine Services

North Hill Animal Hospital

St. Mary’s Veterinary Clinic

Closed Facilities

Brian J. Lauzon DVM Equine Veterinary Services

Dr. Pierre Thibaudeau

Dr. R.M. Stypa

Malvern Veterinary Services

McLevin Veterinary Mobile Services

Ogilvie Pet Housecall Services

Trussler Road Veterinary Clinic

The following is a list of new, closed and relocated veterinary facilities:

The following veterinarians are no longer licensed in Ontario:

Dr. Adva Barkai-Ronayne

Dr. Samardeep Bassi

Dr. Navdeep Braha

Dr. Faye Briggs

Dr. Julie Bulman-Fleming

Dr. Rebecca Butt

Dr. Susan Clegg

Dr. Sandy Cook

Dr. Kristine Duerr

Dr. Lena Gordon

Dr. Rajwinder Kahlon

Dr. Nicole Kushner

Dr. Chantal Lainesse

Dr. Brian Lauzon

Dr. Bryanne Leuenberger

Dr. Izabela MacDougall

Dr. Rebecca Manley

Dr. Laurenda Messer

Dr. Sophie Morisset

Dr. Jacqueline Narayansingh

Dr. Penelope Olson

Dr. Kate Robichaud

Dr. Michael D. Tipple

Dr. Yen Wong

Dr. Allison Zwingenberger

Dr. Lesley Anderson

Dr. William Anderson

Dr. Tony Bernard

Dr. Hugh Clugston

Dr. Wayne Douglas Cole

Dr. James G. Coleman

Dr. Floyd Wilbert Denning

Dr. Edward Faber

Dr. Robert Hinton

Dr. Paul Karner

Dr. William Lawless

Dr. Donald MacDonald

Dr. Gordon Marshall

Dr. Glen McLean

Dr. Robert Morrison

Dr. Wendy Parker

Dr. Jack Rosen

Dr. Bertram Schaefer

Dr. Rastislav Stypa

Dr. Douglas Thiel

Dr. Philip Andrew Watson

Dr. James Wilson

If you note any errors in the preceding lists or believe someone may be practising without a licence, please contact
Ms. Karen Gamble at extension 2228 or e-mail kgamble@cvo.org.

The following veterinarians were granted Emeritus Status:
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Update, the official publication of the College of Veterinarians of Ontario, is the principle means of

communication between the College and its members. It is the primary means of informing the membership on

regulatory issues, with the expectation that members will govern themselves accordingly. Update is charged with

the responsibility of providing comprehensive, accurate and defensible information.

College of Veterinarians of Ontario

2106 Gordon Street

Guelph, ON   N1L 1G6

Phone: 519-824-5600

Ontario toll free: 1-800-424-2856

Fax: 519-824-6497

Ontario toll free: 1-888-662-9479

email: inquiries@cvo.org

website: www.cvo.org

Editor: Ms. Susan J. Carlyle

Assistant to the Editor: Ms. Beth Ready

Publication mail agreement Number: 40583010

Professionals Health
Program

Confidential toll-free line:

1-800-851-6606

www.phpoma.org

CVO e-news

Have you signed up for the CVO

electronic newsletter?  To sign up

go to the CVO website

www.cvo.org.

In Memoriam
The council and staff of the CVO were saddened to learn of the following death and extend sincere sympathy to
the family and friends.  In memory of deceased members, the CVO contributes an annual grant to the Ontario

Veterinary College Alumni Trust.

Graham, R.T. Alexander (OVC 1952)
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